Precipitation Kinetics and Hardening in Maraging Steels

Introduction
The tempering of two types of martensitic steels has been studied in our previous work [1,2]. In Type I
steels, cementite is a stable phase and serves as the dominant strengthening precipitate. This steel type
includes plain carbon steels and low alloy steels. Cementite may also appear in Type II steels as well, but
the strengthening mainly comes from other alloy carbides and intermetallic compounds. The focus of this
note is on another special class of martensitic steels, the maraging steels. These steels contain little carbon
so they are not hardened by carbides but by intermetallic compounds. One major difference between
maraging steels and Type II steels lies in the strengthening phases. Type II steels contain precipitates such
as M3C, M(C,N), M2(C,N), M7C3, M23C6, M6C, Z-phase and Laves phase (Fe2Mo), whereas maraging steels
mainly involve precipitates such as Cu, (Fe,Ni)Al, Eta (Ni3Ti), Delta (Ni3Mo) and Laves phase. Another
difference is that the formation of reverted austenite in maraging steels may be desirable in some cases. To
distinguish maraging steels from the other two types of martensitic steels studied previously, they are
classified as Type III. Although carbides are not desirable phases in maraging steels, they may still appear
due to carbon impurities. Therefore, the precipitates considered in the current model include: M3C, M(C,N),
M2(C,N), M7C3, M23C6, M6C, Z-phase, Laves, Cu, (Fe,Ni)Al, Eta, Delta and Austenite.
The precipitation kinetics model is based on the classical Johnson-Mehl-Avrami theory with an adaptation
that allows the morphology of the precipitate to be considered as well as specifics associated with potential
nucleant sites [3]. The size of the precipitates has also been calculated which considers nucleation, growth
and coarsening stages with automatic transition. The ability to track the microstructure evolution during
tempering enables the calculation of tempered hardness and strength via precipitation hardening mechanisms.
As details of the modelling can be found in our early publications, this note is focused on demonstrating the
model’s performance against experimental data of either commercial or newly developed maraging steels.
The advantages and limitations of the current model are discussed as well.
Model Assessment
The heat treatment of maraging steels consists of solution treatment at a temperature above A3, followed by
cooling down to room (or, in some cases, cryogenic) temperature during which austenite transforms
completely to martensite. Ageing treatment is then carried out at a given temperature for a period of time to
obtain the desired hardening effect.
Quantification of precipitation hardening is a challenging subject as it demands the combined knowledge of
precipitate growth/coarsening kinetics and precipitation strengthening mechanism [4,5]. The assessment of
a model of this nature is therefore a complex process. Comparison plots against experimental data are
provided whenever possible, which cover the following aspects.
- Stable and metastable equilibrium. This is based on thermodynamic calculations and determines the
type and amount of precipitates that may appear during ageing at a given temperature.
- Precipitation kinetics. This includes the evolution of amount and size of each potential precipitate
type during ageing. Austenite reversion kinetics is also considered here.
- Precipitation hardening of each precipitate type. Different types of precipitates may contribute to
strengthening via different mechanisms.
- Age hardening curve, which is the ultimate judgement of the model’s performance.
Most of the commercial maraging grades rely on one dominant precipitate type to provide the strengthening.
The three most common and effective strengthening phases are B2-NiAl, bcc-Cu and Eta. The model is first
checked against experimental data of such systems, which serves as validation for the evolution of
precipitate size and amount, austenite reversion, and strength and hardness. The model is then applied to
alloy systems with more than one strengthening phase. In all the comparison plots, markers with no lines
are used to denote experimental data and continuous lines (with or without markers) for calculated results.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties of a PH13-8Mo steel aged at 575C,
with experimental data taken from Refs. 6 and 7. The dominant strengthening phase in this alloy is the B2NiAl phase, also labelled as (Fe,Ni)Al as this is the name used in JMatPro®. Its strengthening follows the
order mechanism described in Refs. 5 and 8. The grain size used here is 25 µm, which produces a good
match to the observed austenite reversion kinetics, Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1: Evolution of microstructure, strength and hardness during ageing of a PH13-8Mo steel at 575C.
Experimental data were taken from Refs. 6 and 7.
Cu, or bcc-Cu, is an important strengthening phase in maraging steels such as PH17-4 and PH15-5. Fig. 2
shows the evolution of Cu precipitates and hardness of a PH17-4 steel, with experimental data from Ref. 9.
The dominant strengthening phase is Cu in this alloy and its strengthening follows the relationship derived
by Russell and Brown [10]. The Cu solutes in the matrix are reduced due to the Cu precipitation, as a result
of which the matrix strength is decreased between around 0.01 to 1 hour, Fig. 2(c). The decrease in matrix
strength at early stages is due to the formation of M3C from the martensitic matrix.
The most common maraging steels belong to the 18Ni family, covering grades C250, C300 and C350, where
the dominant strengthening phase is Eta. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of microstructure and hardness of a
C300 maraging steel, with experimental data on microstructure from Ref. 11, and on hardness from Refs. 11,
12 and 13. It should be noted that the commercial ageing treatment of this alloy at 480C is no more than 6
hours, which is much faster than the observed Eta kinetics reaching equilibrium in about 20 hours, Fig. 3(a).
Experimental data from various sources may vary a lot, as can be seen in Fig. 3(d). In addition to Eta, Laves
may also contribute to the strength, especially after long hours of ageing.
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of yield strength, tensile strength and hardness of another steel from the 18Ni
family, i.e. a C250 maraging steel, during ageing at 482C, with experimental data from Ref. 14. One can
see traces of M3C, or cementite, in Fig. 4(a), which is due to the carbon impurities in the alloy. The
comparisons show good agreement in yield strength, tensile strength and hardness.
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Fig. 2: Evolution of microstructure, strength and hardness during ageing of a PH17-4 steel at 480C.
Experimental data were taken from Ref. 9.
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Fig. 3: Evolution of microstructure, strength and hardness during ageing of a C300 maraging steel at
480C. Experimental data were taken from Ref. 9.
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Fig. 4: Evolution of strength and hardness during ageing of a C250 maraging steel at 482C.
Experimental data were taken from Ref. 14.
Maraging steels can be aged at different temperatures to achieve the desired combination of strength and
toughness, and it is therefore important for the model to capture the effect of ageing temperature. Fig. 5
shows the evolution of microstructure and hardness of a C250 maraging steel during ageing at 427, 482 and
538C, respectively, with experimental data from Ref. 15. The peak hardness of ageing at 427C (HV 556)
is noticeably higher than that at 482C (HV 520). This may be due to the formation of Delta (Ni3Mo) at
427C. Strictly speaking, Delta is not a stable phase and may dissolve completely with the formation of
austenite and Laves. This has not been considered in the current model, resulting in an overestimation of
hardness after ageing of 100-1000 hours, Fig. 5(b). There is no such issues during ageing at 482C and
538C as the Delta phase does not appear at this two temperatures.
The alloy development of maraging steels is significantly influenced by the availability and price of the
alloying elements. The development of a family of cobalt-free maraging steels in the late 1970s was solely
due to the sharp rise in cobalt pricing. Alloy T250 was developed at the time as a replacement for the
traditional C250. Cobalt was included in the initial developments of maraging steels as it reduces the
solubility of Mo increasing the fraction of Eta and promoting the precipitation of Laves phase. However, the
effect of cobalt on the mechanical properties can be compensated by increasing the content of Ti [16]. Fig.
6 shows the evolution of microstructure and hardness of a T250 maraging steel during ageing at 482C, with
experimental data from Ref. 15. The dominant strengthening precipitates in this alloy remain the same as
those in the C250 grade, though different in amounts. It should be noted the experimental data from Ref. 15
shows alloy T250 has weaker peak hardness than alloy C250 at these ageing temperatures, which trend is
not reflected in the calculations.
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Fig. 5: Evolution of microstructure and hardness during ageing of a C250 maraging steel at 427, 482 and
538C. Experimental data were taken from Ref. 15.
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Fig. 6: Evolution of microstructure and hardness during ageing of a C250 maraging steel at 427, 482 and
538C. Experimental data were taken from Ref. 15.

Alloy C350 is another common grade in the 18Ni maraging family. It achieves higher strength than that of
C250 and C350 via the increased addition of Ti, resulting in the formation of more Eta phase during ageing.
Fig. 7 shows the evolution of hardness of a C350 maraging steel during ageing at 400, 450, 500 and 550C,
with experimental data from Ref. 17. While the model behaves very well at temperatures up to 550C, it
overestimates the hardening response at 640C, Fig. 8. As the formation of reverted austenite is in good
agreement with the experimental data, Fig. 8(b), the loss in strength is not yet fully understood.
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Fig. 7: Evolution of hardness during ageing of a C350 maraging steel at 400, 450, 500 and 550C.
Experimental data were taken from Ref. 17.
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Fig. 8: Evolution of strength and austenite during ageing of a C350 maraging steel at 510 and 640C.
Experimental data were taken from Ref. 17.
Whenever possible, the model calculations are compared against experimental data from various sources.
Fig. 9 shows the hardness evolution of a PH15-5 stainless steel during ageing at various temperatures, in
comparison with experimental data from Refs. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22. It should be noted that specimens went
through laser welding prior to ageing in Ref. 18, which probably explains why those data differ a lot from

that of other sources. Bearing in mind the scatter of the experimental data, the agreement between the
calculations and experimental data is rather good over the studied temperature range up to 620C. The
experimental hardness values at 0.00001 hour in Fig. 9 are of the as-quenched martensite.
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Fig. 9: Evolution of hardness during ageing of a PH 15-5 stainless steel at various temperatures, in
comparison with data from various sources [18-22].
One important direction of alloy development is to introduce more than one precipitate types into one alloy,
such as NiAl and Cu [23,24,25], NiAl and Laves [26,27], or NiAl and Eta [28]. Figs. 10-12 demonstrate the
model’s performance and reasonable agreement was achieved in these cases.
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Fig. 10: Evolution of strength during ageing of the CF9 alloy at 500C after austenitisation at 1050C.
Experimental data were taken from Ref. 23.
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Fig. 11: Evolution of microstructure, strength and hardness during ageing of a novel maraging steel at
540C. Experimental data were taken from Ref. 26.
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Fig. 12: Evolution of microstructure, strength and hardness during ageing of a novel maraging steel at
525C. Experimental data were taken from Ref. 26.
When Cu and Eta co-exist in an alloy system, the model seems to overestimate the strength and hardness.
Commercial alloy Custom 455 is one of such cases, where the calculated strength is much higher than the
experimental data [29], Fig. 13. The same trend is also observed in another model alloy developed by Xu et
al. [30] containing these two phases. The correlation of Eta and Cu precipitates in such steels requires
further investigation [30,31,32].
Discussions
A model has been developed to calculate the evolution of microstructure and strength/hardness during
ageing of maraging steels and precipitation hardening (PH) stainless steels. Generally speaking, the model
performs reasonably well over a wide composition range and temperature range, whether the alloy relies on
one or two types of precipitates to provide the major strengthening contribution. The precipitation process
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Fig. 13: Evolution of strength during ageing of a Custom 455 steel at 482C. Experimental data were
taken from Ref. 29.
in maraging steels is a rather complex process, there remain many issues that are not yet fully understood
[4,16,31], as such cannot be modelled properly yet. For instance, as identified in Fig. 13, the correlation of
Eta and Cu remains unclear. Also, the role of various other phases such as Omega, Mu (Fe7Mo6), G-phase,
S-phase and X-phase during ageing also needs further investigation. Attempts were made recently to
replace Ni with Mn in maraging steels, resulting in various Fe-Ni-Mn systems [33,34]. The strengthening
precipitates in these steels are of various forms of NiMn phases, which have not been considered in the
current model.
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